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O  God, O Thou Who hast cast Thy splendor over the luminous realities of men, shedding upon 

them the resplendent lights of knowledge and guidance, and hast chosen them out of all created 

things for this supernal grace, and hast caused them to encompass all things, to understand their 

inmost essence, and to disclose their mysteries, bringing them forth out of darkness into the visible 

world! “He verily showeth His special mercy to whomsoever He will.” 

O Lord, help Thou Thy loved ones to acquire knowledge and the sciences and arts, and to unravel the 

secrets that are treasured up in the inmost reality of all created beings. Make them to hear the hidden 

truths that are written and embedded in the heart of all that is. Make them to be ensigns of guidance 

amongst all creatures, and piercing rays of the mind shedding forth their light in this, the “first life.” 

Make them to be leaders unto Thee, guides unto Thy path, runners urging men on to Thy Kingdom. 

Thou verily art the Powerful, the Protector, the Potent, the Defender, the Mighty, the Most Generous. 

—‘Abdu’l-Bahá

A PRAYER TO BEGIN WITH



For what can be known about God is plain to them, because God has shown it to them. Ever 

since the creation of the world His eternal power and divine nature, invisible though they are, 

have been understood and seen through the things He has made. So they are without excuse. 
—Romans 1:19-20

Within every blade of grass are enshrined the mysteries of an 

inscrutable Wisdom, and upon every rosebush a myriad nightingales pour 

out, in blissful rapture, their melody.—Bahá’u’lláh

L ook at the world and ponder a while upon it. It unveileth the book of its own self 
before thine eyes and revealeth that which the Pen of thy Lord, the Fashioner, the All-
Informed, hath inscribed therein.—Bahá’u’lláh



S cience investigates; religion interprets. Science gives man knowledge which is 
power; religion gives man wisdom which is control. Science deals mainly with facts; 
religion deals mainly with values. The two are not rivals. They are complementary. 

—Martin Luther King Jr.

I  do not feel obliged to believe that the same God who has endowed 

us with senses, reason, and intellect has intended us to forego their use. 
—Galileo Galilei

Science is not only compatible with spirituality; it is a profound source 

of spirituality.—Carl Sagan



G ravity explains the motions of the planets, but 

it cannot explain who sets the planets in motion.— 

Isaac Newton

E very one who is seriously involved in the 
pursuit of science becomes convinced that a spirit is 
manifest in the laws of the Universe—a spirit vastly 
superior to that of man, and one in the face of which 
we with our modest powers must feel humble.—Albert 

Einstein



I f religion were contrary to logical reason then it would cease to be a religion and be merely a 

tradition. Religion and science are the two wings upon which man’s intelligence can soar into the 

heights, with which the human soul can progress. It is not possible to fly with one wing alone! 

Should a man try to fly with the wing of religion alone he would quickly fall into the quagmire of 

superstition, whilst on the other hand, with the wing of science alone he would also make no 

progress, but fall into the despairing slough of materialism… Many religious leaders have grown to 

think that the importance of religion lies mainly in the adherence to a collection of certain dogmas 

and the practice of rites and ceremonies! Those whose souls they profess to cure are taught to 

believe likewise, and these cling tenaciously to the outward forms, confusing them with the 

inward truth.—‘Abdu’l-Bahá

I f we say religion is opposed to science, we lack knowledge of either true science or true 

religion, for both are founded upon the premises and conclusions of reason, and both must 

bear its test.—‘Abdu’l-Bahá



Consider what it is that singles man out from among 

created beings, and makes of him a creature apart. Is it not 

his reasoning power, his intelligence? Shall he not make use 

of these in his study of religion?—‘Abdu’l-Bahá

When religion is upheld by science and reason we can 

believe with assurance and act with conviction, for this rational 

faculty is the greatest power in the world. Through it industries 

are established, the past and present are laid bare and the 

underlying realities are brought to light. Let us make nature our 

captive, break through all laws of limitation and with deep 

penetration bring to light that which is hidden. The power to do 

this is the greatest of divine benefits. Why treat with 

indifference such a divine spark? Why ignore a faculty so 

beneficial, a sun so powerful?—‘Abdu’l-Bahá



God made religion and science to be the measure, as it were, of our understanding. Take 

heed that you neglect not such a wonderful power. Weigh all things in this balance. To him 

who has the power of comprehension religion is like an open book, but how can it be 

possible for a man devoid of reason and intellectuality to understand the Divine Realities of 

God? Put all your beliefs into harmony with science; there can be no opposition, for truth is 

one. When religion, shorn of its superstitions, traditions, and unintelligent dogmas, shows 

its conformity with science, then will there be a great unifying, cleansing force in the world 

which will sweep before it all wars, disagreements, discords and struggles—and then will 

mankind be united in the power of the Love of God.—‘Abdu’l-Bahá

I f I have told you earthly things and you do not believe, how can 

you believe if I tell you heavenly things?—John 3:12 



Scientific knowledge, to take but one simple 

example, helps the members of a community to 

analyse the physical and social implications of a 

given technological proposal—say, its 

environmental impact—and spiritual insight gives 

rise to moral imperatives that uphold social 

harmony and that ensure technology serves the 

common good. Together, these two sources of 

knowledge tap roots of motivation in individuals 

and communities, so essential in breaking free from 

the shelter of passivity, and enable them to uncover 

the traps of consumerism.—The Universal House of Justice



The key to resolving these social ills rests in the hands of a 

youthful generation convinced of the nobility of human 

beings; eagerly seeking a deeper understanding of the true 

purpose of existence; able to distinguish between divine 

religion and mere superstition; clear in the view of science 

and religion as two independent yet complementary systems 

of knowledge that propel human progress; conscious of and 

drawn to the beauty and power of unity in diversity; secure 

in the knowledge that real glory is to be found in service to 

one’s country and to the peoples of the world; and mindful 

that the acquisition of wealth is praiseworthy only insofar as 

it is attained through just means and expended for 

benevolent purposes, for the promotion of knowledge and 

toward the common good.—The Universal House of Justice 



R eligion is the outer expression of the 
divine reality. Therefore, it must be living, 
vitalized, moving and progressive.—‘Abdu’l-Bahá

Science is the first emanation from God 

toward man. All created beings embody the 

potentiality of material perfection, but the 

power of intellectual investigation and scientific 

acquisition is a higher virtue specialized to man 

alone. Other beings and organisms are deprived 

of this potentiality and attainment.—‘Abdu’l-Bahá



First and foremost among these favors, which 

the Almighty hath conferred upon man, is the 

gift of understanding… This gift giveth man the 

power to discern the truth in all things, leadeth 

him to that which is right, and helpeth him to 

discover the secrets of creation.—Bahá’u’lláh

K nowledge is as wings to man’s life, 

and a ladder for his ascent. Its acquisition 

is incumbent upon everyone 
—Bahá’u’lláh
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